
Opinion polls suggest that women are less interested 
in innovation than men. The explanation surely lies 
elsewhere: do today´s innovations really respond 
adequately to women´s needs and expectations? In too 
many cases they do not.
Thirty years of research have revealed that sex and gender 
bias is socially harmful and expensive. Gender bias also 
leads to missed market opportunities. 

sex and gender analysis to scientists and engineers. This 
publication includes case studies as concrete illustrations 
of how sex and gender analysis lead to new ideas and 

transport and technological development.”
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It may surprise you that opinion polls suggest 
that women are less interested in innovations 

-
cept that this could be due to a fundamental 

-
nation must surely be elsewhere: do today’s in-
novations really respond adequately to women’s 
needs and expectations? Not always! The diag-
nosis of heart disease draws heavily on research 

in the environment on reproductive health have also been studied predominantly in men. 

Through Gender’ to conduct a comprehensive review of this domain. The group involved more 

-
mal models could lead to new post-traumatic brain injury treatments. It shows that innovative 
assistive technologies can be developed from a better knowledge of how elderly women as 

cell therapies. 

The report provides scientists and engineers with practical tools for gender analysis which 
-
-

interested parties.

which will start in 2014. It is crucial that EU Member States make sure that their national 
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strides towards a reinforced European Research Area for excellence and growth. It really is a 
-

products and services that all members of society need and demand.

-

Máire GEOGHEGAN-QUINN
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Executive Summary

General for Research & Innovation of the European Commission (EC) funded the Expert Group 
within its work programme Science in Society of the Seventh Framework Programme for 
Research and Technological Development (EU FP7). 

The goal of the Expert Group was twofold: to provide scientists and engineers with practical 

how sex and gender analysis leads to new ideas and excellence in research. 

and gender analysis were developed through European and international collaborations. The 

-

2012). Support was also provided to some of the US experts by the US National Science 
Foundation in 2012. Case studies were selected through the advice of the Expert Group and 
through collaborations with the EU FP7 project coordinators. A full list of experts can be found 
in Annex D of this report.

-

2020 that will cover the period 2014-2020. 

The group was led by

Professor Londa Schiebinger (Chairperson) 

Associate Professor Ineke Klinge (Rapporteur) 

Professor Inés Sánchez de Madariaga (Coordinating Expert)
Technical University of Madrid 
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Professor Martina Schraudner (Coordinating Expert)
Technical University Berlin 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/
http://genderedinnovations.stanford.edu/

Thirty years of research have revealed that sex and gender bias is socially harmful and ex-

-

transportation systems.

It is crucially important to identify gender bias and understand how it operates in science and 

of sex and gender analysis to scientists and engineers. Integrating these methods into basic 
-

1

by ensuring excellence and quality in outcomes 
and enhancing sustainability.

by making research more responsive to social needs.

1 For a background paper, see L. Schiebinger and M. Schraudner, Interdisciplinary Approaches to Achiev-
ing Gendered Innovations in Science, Medicine, and Engineering. Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, 36, 
no. 2 (2011), 154-167.
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Glossary

See Annex A for more details.

Sex refers to biological qualities characteristic 
of women [females] and men [males] in terms 
of reproductive organs and functions based 
on chromosomal complement and physiol-

-

—a socio-cultural process—refers 
to cultural and social attitudes that together 
shape and sanction “feminine” and “mascu-

-

 is presented in twelve meth-
ods in this project. Researchers may analyze 
sex or analyze gender. Gender analysis is the 
umbrella term for the entire process. Researchers will consider each of the twelve methods 
and choose the interacting methods that apply to their particular project.

design.

all phases of basic and applied research to assure excellence and quality in outcomes.

EU FP7: Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development 
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The case studies2 demonstrate—in concrete ways—how harnessing the power of sex and 

BASIC SCIENCE

Animal Research  Design-
ing Health and Biomedical 
Research

Brain Research: Analyzing 
How Sex and Gender Interact

Genetics of Sex Determi-
nation: Rethinking Concepts 
and Theories

Stem Cells: Analyzing Sex

 
SCIENCE

Textbooks: Rethinking Lan-
guage and Visual Represen-
tations

 
& TECHNOLOGICAL  

Exploring Markets for As-
sistive Technologies for 
the Elderly: Engineering 
Checklist

HIV Microbicides: Rethink-
ing Research Priorities and 
Outcomes

Machine Translation: Ana-
lyzing Gender

Making Machines Talk: 
Formulating Research Ques-
tions

Nanotechnology-Based 
Screening for HPV: Re-
thinking Research Priorities 
and Outcomes

Video Games: Engineering 
Innovation Processes

Water Infrastructure: 
Participatory Research and 
Design

Climate Change: Analyzing 
-

secting with Gender

Environmental Chemicals: 
Designing Health and Bio-
medical Research

Housing and Neighbor-
hood Design: Analyzing 
Gender

Nutrigenomics: 
Analyzing Factors Intersect-
ing with Sex and Gender

De-Gendering the Knee: 
-

ences as a Problem

Heart Disease in Women: 
Formulating Research Ques-
tions

Osteoporosis Research in 
Men: Rethinking Standards 
and Reference Models  

Human Thorax Model: 
Rethinking Standards and 
Reference Models

Information for Air Trav-
ellers: Participatory Re-
search and Design

Pregnant Crash Test 
Dummies: Rethinking Stan-
dards and Reference Models

Public Transportation: 
Rethinking Concepts and 
Theories

2  All case studies referenced in this report are available on the Gendered Innovations website. Twenty-one 
abstracts are reproduced below and eight sample case studies in Annex B.
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BASIC SCIENCE

 

Most basic research with animal models focuses on males and excludes females 

1. Less knowledge about disease processes in females due to underutilization of fe-
-

studied in mostly male animals. A gap exists between the proportion of women 
in patient populations and the proportion of female animals used in testing.

immune function.

concerns about testing in pregnant women.

National legislation typically requires inclusion of women in government-sponsored hu-

members of minorities and their subpopulations” be included in all human subjects re-

-

 has led to new treatments for trau-
matic brain injury (TBI).

 in animal mod-

and has been important to understanding certain autoimmune diseases.

this has led to stronger environmental health standards.
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2010). Ovarian development was long considered a “default” or “passive” develop-
mental outcome of the bipotential gonad.

-

female developmental pathway as a “default” were inconsistent with lack of ovarian 

1. Current research 

testis development and how the ovarian and testicular pathways interact.

2. Research into the ovar-
ian pathway revealed that the transcriptional regulator FOXL2 must be expressed in 

-
tor DMRT1 is needed to prevent reprogramming of testicular Sertoli cells into granu-

3. Researchers have dismissed 
-

a testis or any other organ) is an active process. Each pathway requires complex 
cascades of gene products in proper dosages and at precise times.
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-
lyzing sex is rare in animal research and rarer still in cell-based research (Beery et 

-
isms. Taking sex into account has led to novel questions about stem cells. Analyzing 
sex involves:

2. Reporting the sex of cells used in experiments.

cells of only one sex). Meta-analysis can increase statistical power and may allow 
sex analysis even in the absence of two-sex studies.

. Research using ani-

. Dis-
-

genetics have improved the understanding of stem cell biology.
. By formulating research 

questions about the importance of donor and recipient sex (along with other fac-

have gathered data relevant to improving clinical guidelines for this stem cell 
therapy.
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-

becomes a scientist or what kinds of problems engineers work to solve. Textbooks 
that embed stereotypes of sex and gender in materials perpetuate gender assump-
tions and produce unsound science.

Rethinking language and visual representation in textbooks can help remove uncon-

gender inequalities.

1.

2.
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The world’s population will age dramatically by 2050. The increasing need for am-

independent living for the elderly.

Applying sex and gender analysis to data related to elder care reveals new opportuni-

for designing and developing assistive products that are useful to a broad user base.

1.

2.

3.
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-

-
fect women and men’s proportional participation in research.

-
cal engineering lab led to increased numbers of women working in the lab. Women 
were drawn to applied physicist Andrew Szeri’s lab when research came to focus on 

-
ing women’s participation in engineering may require reconceptualizing research to 
include methods of sex and gender analysis in creative and forward-looking ways.

1.
when research priorities were changed to focus on projects with direct 

2. is being developed in order to assist women 
in cultures where they may have less power to say “no” to sex or cannot rely on 
their partners to use condoms. This new technology represents an innovation that 
could help prevent the spread of HIV.

3.
developments in HIV prevention. These developments could help sub-Saharan 
women and also men who have sex with men.
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Machine translation (MT) becomes increasingly important in a globalize world. Al-

challenges that require non-incremental solutions. One such problem is related to 
gender: State-of-the-art translation systems like Google Translate or Systran mas-

translations and perpetuation of gender bias.

The reliance on a “masculine default” in modern machine translation systems results 
from current systems that do not determine the gender of each person mentioned 

based on factors such as its frequency in large text “corpora” (or bodies of text). 
Masculine pronouns are over-represented in the large text corpora that modern sys-

Innovations project convened a workshop to discuss potential solutions. Improving 

determine the gender of each person mentioned in text and use this computed gen-
der to inform the translation. Such algorithms could avoid the masculine default and 
also increase the quality of translation overall.

1.

2.
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Speech synthesis—in which a machine generates human-like speech—has applica-

systems. Mute people who rely on speech synthesis to express themselves are best 
served by synthesizers capable of producing a range of women’s and men’s voices: 
Synthesizing sex and gender in speech is important to how speech is perceived and 

-
ing (or interpreting what is heard) even when the speaker is a machine. Voices 

nationality—even if such information is never directly articulated. Analyzing sex 
(biological factors) and gender (socio-cultural factors) is important for creating 
TTS systems with a range of voices for assistive technologies and other human/
computer interfaces.

1.  Text-
to-speech system engineers who rethought research priorities and outcomes and 
recognized the importance of producing both women’s and men’s voices created 

-

2. -
derstand how social identities are communicated in speech. Computerized TTS
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This case study examines the “Enhanced Sensitivity Nanotechnology-Based anotechnology-Based Multi-
plexed Bioassay plexed Bioassay P -

and points of potential “value added.”

Infection with Human Papillomavirus (HPV) “is estimated to cause […] 100% of cervical 

improve healthcare in developing countries.

-

Developing a Low-Cost HPV Screening Test. NANO-MUBIOP seeks to develop a 
platform for inexpensive Hplatform for inexpensive Hplatf PV testing.

Potential Value Added to Future Research through the Application of Gen-
dered Innovations Methods:

1.

2.
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though women have become active gamers. This stereotype is cause for concern 
because games immerse players in interactive and compelling stories that can shape 

-
resent the prime market for games. This strategy—aligned with liberal feminism—en-
courages girls to develop the skills needed to play male-oriented games. 2) They design 

or stereotypical—gender norms. Analyzing gender assumptions can lead to designing 
virtual spaces where players can explore gender identities and behaviours.

1. Analyzing gender has led to under-
standing how games provide a virtual space where designers and players can 
explore gender identities and behaviours. Challenging gender stereotypes may 

itself. This is important because games are increasingly spaces where young 
people socialize.

2.  By analyzing gender 

stereotypes to understand the complex patterns of young women’s and young 
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Nearly one billion people worldwide lack reliable access to clean water (Hunter et 

of soils and their water yields. This knowledge is vital to civil engineering and devel-

1.
A study of water projects in 13 nations revealed that “equal […] par-

ticipation by women contributes to the success of community-managed water 

2.
—hence helping to break the cycle of poverty.
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The European Union has the ambitious goal of reducing its greenhouse gas emis-
-

how these two important challenges—climate change and gender equality—might 

Research on the relationship between gender and environmental impact is still in its 

behaviours and attitudes in relation to climate change. But researchers must ask: 
Which women? Which men? and compare groups of women and men based on social 

and control for other social factors avoid stereotypes and false correlations.
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-

future application of gendered innovation methods.

have been studied predominantly in men. An expert group reporting to the World Health 
Organization states that “changing trends in female reproductive health have been much 

controlled experiments has created knowledge regarding physiological and genetic 

-

1.

2.

1.

2.
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The World Health Organization (WHO) states that non-communicable diseases 

Accounting for gender and other intersecting social factors that make women and 
men vulnerable to NCDs allows researchers and policy-makers to develop more suc-

gender-related social factors allows researchers to better understand complex dis-
ease patterns and counteract them.

1. In-
tegrating sex and gender analysis into a life course approach helps researchers 
understand risks for developing NCDs over time.

2. Inte-

a.

b.

c.
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-

-

this change lead to better healthcare quality?

evidence of clinical advantages. Such overemphasis could result in over-reliance on 
sex as a variable in choosing a knee implant for a given patient when in reality height 

1.

medicine. Analyzing sex in relation to other variables helps ensure research qual-
ity and patient safety.
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-
dence-based” clinical standards have been based on male pathophysiology and outcomes. 

a new willingness to support women’s health and well-being. Analyzing sex and gender in 

including women subjects—of diverse social and ethnic backgrounds—in research has led 
to a better understanding of disease in both women and men.

highlight several pivotal developments:

1. Analyzing sex in clinical research has 
-

physiology from its presentation in men—particularly in younger adults.

2.
angiography for understanding the causes of IHD in women with chest pain in the 
absence of obstructive coronary artery disease.

3.  has led to earlier and better diag-
nosis of IHD in women.

4.  in light of large-scale trials of menopausal 
-

5.  reveals that smoking has his-
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Men account for nearly a third of osteoporosis-related hip fractures in Europe and 

-

and criteria to identify risk in men are not well established. Researchers are improv-
ing these reference models and opening new areas of research by considering dis-

reference models.

1.
quality was based on BMD norms of healthy young men rather than healthy 

2.

conditions (such as hypogonadism and hypercalciuria) and treatments (such as 
chemotherapeutics and anticonvulsants) that correlate with osteoporotic frac-

diagnosis in both women and men.
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This case study examines the “Development of a Finite Element Model of the Human 

HUman MOdel 
for S

-

Models of the human body have long been based on the anthropometry of 50th percen-
tile European and North American men (see Case Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies). 
Researchers are rethinking this standard and studying a wider range of women’s and 
men’s bodies in order to produce more advanced and representative human body models.

1. . THOMO researchers are developing a 
model of the human thorax applicable to the 

2. across Female and Male Thoraxes.

1.  on Thoracic Bone Architecture.

2.

3.
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This case study examines the “Interconnectivity through Infoconnectivity” (IC-IC) proj-
-

tial “value added” through the future application of gendered innovation methods.

Air travelers may have unmet needs for information when navigating unfamiliar air-
ports. These needs arise from lack of standardized timetables and inconsistencies 

IC-IC aims to produce an ICS (InfoConnectivity System) to optimize air travelers’ ac-
cess to information. The ICS is to be piloted at four large international airports: Am-

1.

2.
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-

2001). Even a relatively minor crash at 56km/h (35 mph) can cause harm. With more 

man (taken as the norm). This choice meant that other segments of the population 

sizes and shapes may result in unintended harm.

1. may expand creativity in science and 
technology. Devices designed for broad populations will enhance safety.

2.
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-
ered and analyzed—may not properly account for caring work. Public transport sys-
tems are typically designed around the needs of commuters (people traveling be-
tween their homes and places of paid employment). The mobility associated with 

-
portation design.

The innovative concept “mobility of care” provides a perspective for “recognizing and 

neighborhoods.

1.  may ren-
der public transportation more responsive to users’ needs.

2.  has led to the concept of “trip 

3.
-

search and policy.
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-

-
tribute to excellence in science and technology.

The Gendered Innovations website presents state-of-the-art methods of sex and gender anal-
-

stances change. The value of their implementation depends on the creativity of the research 
team. There is no recipe that can simply be plugged into research or development processes. 
Researchers will want to consider all methods and think creatively about how these methods 
can enhance their research. Methods are applied in Case Studies.

(Methods 
are detailed in Annex C):

 





39C H E C K L I S T S

-
lists provide stepwise procedures for incorporating sex and gender analysis into research and 

Methods of Sex & Gender Analysis and should be read in conjunction with them (Checklists 
are fully detailed on the Gendered Innovations website).

Tissues & Cells
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Innovation has been placed at the heart of the Europe 2020 strategy. Gendered Innovations 
-

enhance the lives of women and men around the world.

Designing sex and gender analysis into research and innovation is one crucial component 
contributing to world-class science and technology. The European Union has prioritized gender 
in Horizon 2020. Article 15 promotes “gender equality and the gender dimension in research 

and growth encourages “gender equality and gender mainstreaming in research” to end the 
“waste of talent” by encouraging highly skilled women to pursue careers in science or technol-
ogy. The ERA also seeks to capitalize on the “diversity of views and approaches” that fosters 
excellence in research.

-
lence in research. It adds value to society and business by making research responsive to a 
broad and diverse user base. Integrating the gender dimension into the concept of the Innova-
tion Union will help to create more inclusive innovation processes. In supporting the Gendered 

gender analysis into research.

 Realizing the full potential of Gendered Innovations in the next decade will 
-

gender analysis joining a research team. The current generation of researchers needs to learn 
how to exploit the creative power of sex and gender analysis in their research design.

 The European Commission is currently the global leader in 
policy in the area of gender analysis. The European Commission implemented its cut-

sex and gender are relevant in the objectives and methods of their projects. The Euro-
pean Union can retain its leadership in Horizon 2020 by again asking that applicants 
explain how sex and gender analysis is relevant to the concepts and objectives of the 
proposed research. Researchers might also demonstrate that sex and gender are not 
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becomes an integral part of the proposals to be evaluated.
 Evaluators should to be trained to carry out gender reviews of 

as either subjects or users.

 Hiring and promotion committees can evaluate researchers and 
educators on their success in implementing gender analysis. Knowledge and use of methods 
of sex and gender analysis can be one factor taken into consideration in hiring and promotion 
decisions. 

 Editorial boards can require sophisticated use of sex 
and gender methodology when selecting papers for publication. A number of journals do so for 

Nature, the Journal of the American College of Cardiology Canadian Medical 
Association Journal. Journals should also enforce consistent use of keywords such as “sex” 

policies can be found on the Gendered Innovations website.

Inventions that incorporate the smartest aspects of gender can open new markets 
and enable innovation in
whether developed internally or brought in by consultants—can help industry identify new 

of complex and diverse user groups enhance global competitiveness and sustainability.

Sex and gender analysis should be integrated into high school and 

should be revised to integrate sex and gender results and methods.

The Expert Group “Innovation through Gender” has explored how employing methods of sex 
and gender analysis produces excellence in research that also meets the needs of both wom-

-
dents (among many others) to join us in this endeavor. 
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It is essential to grasp the sex/gender distinction and to use the relevant terms accurately. For 
example:

in Pain” would address biological 
determinants of pain perception 
between women and men. A con-

-

Sex

-
sion of phenotypic traits that are strongly 
associated with females or males within a 
given species. Hormonal (and environmental) 

-
-

-

Problems to Avoid when Ana-
lyzing Sex
Problems can arise if research-
ers assume that :

all females (or all males) are 
the same.
females and males are dif-
ferent.

-
tween women and men are 
solely biological.

-
tween women and men hold 
across cultures.

Sex is a biological quality.  
Gender is a socio-cultural process.
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1. 

means that every nucleated human cell has “sex.” (Note: many species have non-genetic 
sex-determination systems—see below.)

2.  germ cells. In species that produce two morphologically distinct types of gam-

3. 

 in humans and many other animals include:

i. -

embryos have both mesonephric and paramesonephric ducts. The former become 
-
-

ii. 
-

iii.  Many morphological and func-
tional brain dimorphisms arise during late gestational and neonatal periods. They 

-

iv.  As research on “sex” 

other fetal structures will receive increasing attention.

are phenotypic traits strongly associated with females 
or males that become prominent at puberty when the ovaries and testes produce much 

hormones” (though also produced by the adrenal gland and metabolized in many body 
-
-

are responsible for pubic and axillary hair growth at puberty in both sexes.
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 Examples of secondary sex characteristics in humans include shorter stature and wid-

stronger than many men—see Method: Analyzing Sex (below).

“female” traits will develop in men who take estrogens.

are diverse and include:

-
netically determined within a temperature range but environmentally determined outside 
that range.

Crepidula forni-
cata
position in a mound of snails.

-
teractions with other members of a school. In the echiuroid worm Bonellia viridis

proboscis develop as males (~2 mm. long) and live symbiotically.

 Gender—a socio-cultural process—re-
fers to cultural and social attitudes that together 
shape and sanction “feminine” and “masculine” 

and knowledges.

The term “gender” was introduced in the late 1960s to reject biological deter-
minism that links biology with rigid sex roles and expectations. “Gender” is used to distinguish 
socio-cultural factors shaping behaviours and attitudes from biological factors related to sex 

are learned

Note : Several European lan-
guages do not have a word for 
“gender“. It is important to devise 

the English correctly.
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work versus at home. Gender identities interact 

(see Method: Analyzing Factors Interacting with 
Sex and Gender).

Humans function in large and complex societies 

-
haviours all signal who we are and establish rules 
for interaction. Gender is one aspect of these sets 

be an important aspect of research and design 
-
-
-

 refer to attitudes

products and technologies (see Case Studies: Exploring Markets for Assistive Technologies for 

-

and Visual Representations).

refer to empirical observations of the actual roles women and men take 

Social divisions of labor are an important aspect of gender relations where women and men 

gender segregation is that particular occupations or disciplines become “marked” symboli-

see also Case Study: Public Transportation).

Problems to Avoid when Ana-
lyzing Gender
Problems can arise if researchers 
assume that:

all women as a group or all 

and knowledge) are the same.

women and men are solely 
biological in origin.

women and men hold across 
cultures.
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-

qualities when helping his child with math. Note that:

 and  are terms that describe “expres-

with one’s assigned sex at birth.” These forms of expression are common and are not con-

 or  is “discomfort or distress that 
is caused by a discrepancy between a person’s gender identity and that person’s sex 
assigned at birth (and the associated gender role and/or primary and secondary sex 

“Sex“ and “gender“ are analytically distinct but not independent terms. They should be clearly 
-

tant and complex ways (see Method: Analyzing how Sex and Gender Interact). Rarely does an 

does gender operate outside of the context of sex. The precise nature of their interaction will 

-
secting with Sex and Gender).

infrastructure can discourage girls from attending school. Menstruation increases girls’ 

-
ter Infrastructure).

 Gender roles interact with sex in determining osteoporosis 

exercise (see Case Study: Osteoporosis Research in Men).
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The male body has long been taken as the norm (see Method: Standards and Reference Mod-

from single-sex studies are generalized beyond the sex studied.

 Diagnostic models for osteoporosis have been traditionally 

New research is considering disease progression in both women and men by evaluating 

to maternal trauma (see Case Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies).

 

Sta-
-

Example 

how sex and other genetic traits interact in determining risk—if a particular genetic trait is 

-

Re-

in fact other factors—such as gender roles or socioeconomic status—come into play. 
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practices.” The committee recommended that these practices be understood so that they 

Example 

skills—interests that are sometimes seen as innate. Blue games typically focus on com-

-
-

Study: Video Games).

suggests that the choice of a knee prosthesis is better based on the continuous variable of 

The terms “men” and “women” refer exclusively to humans. Humans are shaped by both bio-
logical sex and socio-cultural gender (see Method: Analyzing how Sex and Gender Interact). 

hence it is preferable to say “women scientists” or “men scientists.” 

 “Women” and “men” can be important 

prohibited from studying at European and US universities until the late nineteenth century. 

among -
ences among men. An important question to ask is: Which women? Or which men? Women 

better predictor of incidence than is sex (see Case Studies: Heart Disease in Women and 
Osteoporosis Research in Men).
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-
ganisms. “Females” and “males” should be used only when the subject matter in question is 
solely biological sex.

cultural characteristics).

“Femininities” and “masculinities” describe gender identities (see Term: Gender). They describe 

-

Points to keep in mind:

and masculinities are not descriptors of sexual orientation.

-

-
-

-
tions about what women and men do. This kind of “gender marking” tends to discourage 

to public spaces.

: Although the terms “feminine” and “masculine” are gender terms (socio-cul-
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-

Stereotypes

-

designers designed a game platform for girls in pink because that is what the parents (who 
purchase the game) perceived their girls wanted. The girls themselves preferred darker metal-

varies among cultures and over historical time. Gender stereotypes typically portray feminini-

and rationality.

found empirically when one examines actual

woman-the-homemaker has persisted even in countries where most women are in full-time 
paid employment.

course of research or for making judgments about target users and customers. Researchers 
and engineers must challenge stereotypes and look instead for more empirically sound bases 
for thinking about the groups they seek to research or develop technologies for. Femininities 

-

-

notions about women and men.

 Consider both the structural and cultural mechanisms by which gender divisions and 
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same time improving gender equality.

Stereotype Threat

decreases if these men are told that Asian engineering students are taking the same test 

are associated with a variety of philosophical and political outlooks. Sue V. Rosser has distin-

important to recognize that what is labeled “feminist” in one time and place becomes business 
as usual in another. It is a curious phenomenon that when feminist practices or points of view 

-

-
ous call for equality for women in her 1792 Vindication of the Rights of Woman. It has 

-

-
ment Act of 1972). Liberal feminism has been criticized for not recognizing sex and gender 
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-

-
nism tends to romanticize traditional femininity and masculinity and to reinforce conven-
tional stereotypes. This approach fails to take into account that women and men across 

analyzes how science/technology and gender mutually shape each 
-

Co-constructionism seeks to avoid both technological determinism (seeing technology as 
the prime driver of modernity) and gender essentialism (seeing gender characteristics as 
innate and unchangeable).

-

-

analysis as a resource 
enhance the lives of both women and men.
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Reproduced here are eight case studies presented on the Gendered Innovations website (full 
citations can be found on the website). citations can be found on the website). citations can be f More case studies are available on the website.

BASIC SCIENCE

 

Research using animals has been vital to Western science and medicine since its inception. Until 
-

Analysis of animal studies in which sex is reported shows that females are underrepresented 
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Researchers may perform single-sex animal studies to reduce the cost of experiments or in 

-

2006). Female rodents may be preferred in toxicology studies because of their greater sensi-

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is more common in men than in women both in Europe (where the 
leading cause is motor vehicle collisions) and in the United States (where the leading cause 

of TBI that include female animals have allowed sophisticated sex analysis and produced in-
novations in treatment for TBI patients (see Method).

Sex analysis begins when researchers use animals of both sexes in an experiment and 

-
ence holds across multiple species and a variety of inbred and outbred mouse strains 

-
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-

contribution of sex:

In re-

female animals’ estrous cycles. A basic experimental design might involve ten 
groups of mice: two groups of males (experimental and control) and eight groups 
of females (experimental and control for each of the four days of the estrous 
cycle). A simpler option is to include females representing only two parts of the 

-

studies of immune function (see Gendered Innovation 2 below).

TBI re-
-

which suggested to researchers that progesterone may protect against edema 

females have over males. Injection of progesterone partially restores this ad-
vantage in ovariectomized females and also improves survival in males (Bayir et 
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Researchers used evidence from animal models of TBI—obtained through analyzing sex and 

emergency treatment for TBI had lower mortality and showed better recovery of neurological 

(such as sex and age) and injury characteristics.

-
portant to immune system function. When female mice were exposed to antigens and then 

-

Animal models of menopause—which are still in development (see Next Steps below)—have 
shown that immunological changes accompany this hormonal transition. When mice are 

-

An understanding of hormones and immune function is relevant to treating numerous dis-

been used to investigate why HIV viral load tends to increase more rapidly in men than in 

environmental monitoring and evaluating the toxicity of chemicals. The European Commission’s 
Institute for Health and Consumer Protection (IHCP) and the US National Toxicology Program 
(NTP) have analyzed reference models to improve environmental standards (see Method).
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Consideration of sex in toxicology reference models is important: Both model or-

males—particularly if the compound is an endocrine disruptor (see Case Study: En-
vironmental Chemicals).

The IHCP uses a “sex-linked recessive lethal test” in drosophila as a model of mutation 

The European Commission’s IHCP has strong requirements for sex analysis and sampling 

-
ers are instructed to use equal numbers of females and males at each concentration level. 

Regardless of whether an experiment is single-sex 

This protocol allows 

pregnant test animal and on the developing organism in utero.”

The US National Toxicology Program (NTP) requires sex analysis in all routine animal toxicity 

NTP states that “data are to be tabulated and orga-

All analyses performed by the NTP 

All analyses are to be controlled for weight so 

Including female animals in experimental studies led 

with regard to sex and hormonal state has also produced knowledge about hormonal 
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infections. This information is now being applied to development of treatment dosing for 

Next Steps

Sex analysis in basic research has 
occurred primarily in animal studies and has centered on hormonally mediated sex dif-
ferences. Sex is rarely analyzed or even reported in studies involving cultured cells or ex-

journals showed that only 20-28% of articles describing research on new cell lines stated 

-
gests that studying cellular sex is important in developing stem cell therapies (see Case 
Study: Stem Cells).

-
tween women and men—are due to biological sex. Analyzing factors intersecting with sex 

-
lenges of using primates and the scarcity of older female animals limit research. Meno-

models bilateral oophorectomy in women but may not be comparable to natural human 

include treating mice or rats with drugs that induce premature ovarian failure and using 
transgenic mice (such as strain Foxo3a-/-) that show accelerated ovarian senescence (Wu 

-
-

Granting agencies and journal 
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Nature -

-
equate sample sizes” for each sex. Public and private funders alike can “treat inclusion of 

Cur-

complicating literature searches and meta-analysis. Sex and gender are not interchange-

Taking sex into account can advance basic knowledge regarding 
-

pathways. Basic knowledge of stem cell biology is important to one of the most active areas 
of stem cell research: inducing pluripotency in cells derived from adult patients and using 
these cells to repair or reconstruct organs.

Characteristics

stem cells. Findings include:

1.

-

-
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2.  MDSCs have 
the capacity for myocardial repair as well as skeletal muscle repair. They may also be 

-

-
tive area of research.

-
-
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-

-

2. Hormonal Environment: Stem cells are sensitive to hormonal environment—of-

-

3. Epigenetics: The DNA sequence of a stem cell is unchanged throughout the cell’s 

-

stem from genetic sequence alone. The environments in which these cells’ an-
-

Multivariate studies include sex as one variable among many. It is important to test for inter-

shown the following:

1. 
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-

2. 
 Multivariate analysis shows that XX MDSCs promote 

animals undergo more regeneration than male recipient animals (regardless of donor cell 

not be an optimal strategy for promoting muscular regeneration: XX stem cells are a bet-

-

3. 

 Studies of the 17 human embryonic stem cell lines commonly used in research (9 of which 
-

4. The relationships between stem 
cells and hormones are complex—requiring consideration of the hormonal environment 

in vitro or in vivo.

-

Therapies

-

(see Method).
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hormonal and immunological variables in animal and in vitro research have prompted 
researchers to formulate questions relating to stem cell therapies for human patients. 
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-
ter (about 75% for leukemias and the remainder for other conditions) showed that sex match-

outcomes that are “unfavorable comparing with all other sex combinations” and “dismal in 
the presence of an MM (Human Leukocyte Antigen Mismatch).” Donor pregnancy was also 

better outcomes. Women patients who receive female HSCs have lower mortality than women 

Systems for matching patients to donors for allogeneic HSC transplants now take donor sex 
-

-

genetic factors that govern stem cell behaviour. In hematopoietic stem cell transplantation—
the only stem cell therapy in widespread clinical use—clinicians have gathered data about 

Next Steps

null results should be reported (see Method: Analyzing Sex). Reporting cell karyotype is impor-

research reviews and meta-analyses. Granting agencies and journal editors can encourage 
such reporting through grant and publication guidelines.
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-

12% of the overall deaths of people aged 19 and younger in the EU-27. Deaths are also con-

The EU FP7 Thorax Mo

THOMO and associated research teams can be sorted into two basic categories:

2010)—see image below.
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B. Biomechanical stress tests on cadaver ribcages. Dynamic test endpoints include deforma-
tion under strain and actual fractures—see image below.

Biomechanical tests are designed to simulate forces exerted on the thorax from both front- 
-

with or without airbag deployment.

THOMO project measurements and biomechanical tests are performed on cadavers from 
France corresponding to the following percentiles of overall human body weight:
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THOMO is one of four biomechanical modeling projects under the EU’s Coordination of Vehicle 
and Road Safety Initiatives (COVER) consortium. All COVER projects are funded under FP7 and 

The THOMO project is one of several Centers of Expertise for the privately funded Global 

Total Human Model for S

The THOMO project models both women’s and men’s thoraxes by gathering data from bodies 
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Studies of crash outcomes show that women drivers are approximately 47% more 
likely than men drivers to sustain severe injuries in automotive crashes when re-

-

  Women have a lower average injury threshold than men for 
-

 

 

 

consistency with instrumentation and data-reporting protocols previously applied to mostly 
-

ment of a more comprehensive reference model.

-
ommended further work to “develop injury risk functions for female and elderly” driv-

-

research assert that “the use of a larger than average size dummy could lead to the 

reference models of the thorax beyond the 50th percentile to include 5th percentile 
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consequently altering biomechanical properties.

Factors relevant to the THOMO project include:

-

women reach peak lumbar spine BMD earlier (at age 18-20) than men (at age 

 Both biomechanical experiments on cadavers and epidemiological studies of 
-
-

and physiological resilience [with increasing age] is that trauma and its se-

with motor vehicle crash […] being one of the most common sources of such 

-
ers of various age groups may be relevant to developing the thorax model.

a broader population.

These factors may be challenging to analyze because of limited availability of cadavers and 
limited resources. If they cannot be fully incorporated into the THOMO model during develop-
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the applicability of THOMO.

Systematic comparisons of body weight between countries are challenging. Most 

example: The average US man weighs 16% more than the average US woman (Og-

the average US woman weighs more (74 kilograms) than the average South Korean 

-

-

Seatbelt usage greatly increases 

severity from mild crush injuries with bruising to severe breast trauma involving 
avulsion of the breast from the chest wall and internal hemorrhaging due to rupture 

disease—caused by damage to veins in the chest wall—have been reported in both 
women and men subsequent to crashes in which the patient was wearing a seatbelt 
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Some women may wear seatbelts improp-
erly because of discomfort caused by the placement of the shoulder harness over 
the breasts. Improper seatbelt usage greatly increases overall injury risk in a crash 

percentile non-pregnant women fail to account for the 62% of third-trimester 
-

Test Dummies).

 

Spacewar!

Disparities).

-

Wolfenstein 3D,
Mortal Kombat) increases the incidence of self-reported aggressive thoughts 
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2008). Game researchers have found that 
games embed “beliefs within their representa-

-

Games can either reproduce gender stereotypes 
or challenge them—in ways that lead players to 
rethinking gender norms. Analyzing gender as-
sumptions has led to understanding how games 
provide a virtual space where designers and 
players can explore gender identities and behav-
iours. Games that challenge conventional sex 
and gender stereotypes allow players to create 
multiple femininities and masculinities in a range 
of particular contexts and over time.

Games provide a virtual space where designers and players can experiment with 

sectional study of gamers found that—when given choices—54% of men and 68% 
-

-

the potential to help remake real-world gender identities and behaviours.

and potentially the gaming industry. This is important because games are increas-

-
nism generally seeks to provide girls with the skills to make it in a boys’ world. In this 
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problem with this approach is that nei-
-

forts are focused on teaching girls new 

 The 1990s 
saw the bifurcation of gaming along ste-
reotypical gender lines. “Blue” games ca-

typically presenting fashion and princess themes. These games included Barbie Fashion De-
signer and Cosmopolitan Virtual Makeover

Drew series (by Her Interactive) and the Friendship series (by Purple Moon) still targeted 

-

KidCom

“Pink” and “blue” games reinforce traditional gender stereotypes. Stereotypes tend to exag-

can result in unsuccessful game design. With the exception of Barbie Fashion Designer

One way to overcome stereotypes is to collect empirical data about who plays video games and 
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Gui-
tar Hero
the games designed for girls in the 1990s ranked among the top ten for either sex.

-

Considering the following points may lead to games designed with dynamic gender 

 

who are not typical gamers.
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 —where designers assume that users will like the same things 

 

-

long-term success.

b. Designers’ beliefs about what girls like and what the market wants (what 
parents will buy) may lead to stereotypically feminine games. Girls may play 

 —from girls and boys—can be important (see Method: Participatory 
Research and Design).

a. Surveying users may produce inaccurate data due to reporting bias: People 

underreport their children’s gaming hours relative to children’s self-reports. 
The gap between child-reported and parent-reported playing time is much 
larger between daughters and their parents than between sons and their 

b. Objective measures of players’ play behaviours may lead to better design.

 
and analyzing group heterogeneity may better capture the diversity of interests 
and tastes in broad populations. It is important to keep in mind that factors 

  on the design team may broaden perspectives.

-

the design team—women and men—will want to learn methods of sex and 
gender analysis.
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dramatically. Girls and women today are playing games more than ever before. Women are 
especially active in online games and social games played on networks such as Facebook 

were 42% of video game players overall and 48% of the most frequent purchasers of games 

computer science. The proportion of women in computer science has decreased in most 

Promoting game play among women is not enough. Engineering innovation through analyzing 

can help us rethink stereotypes and open design to dynamic representations of gender.
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-

Next Steps

1. in gam-

2.
games to become experimental spaces for changing gender norms.

 

Strategies for managing global warming fall into two broad categories: mitigation and ad-
aptation. This case study focuses on mitigation in industrialized countries because these aptation. This case study focuses on mitigation in industrialized countries because these aptation. This case study f
countries are responsible for the “largest share of historical and current global emissions of 

-

awareness of […] the gender aspects of mechanisms to mitigate climate change” as well as 

Analyzing gender in climate change can support:

Research Priorities and Outcomes).

Policies and programs aimed at reducing energy consumption are likely to be 
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decision-making to help minimize the economic harm and maximize the ecological ben-

This case study focuses on methodological approaches to gender analysis in climate change. 

Stereotype

Men have 
larger “climate 
footprints” 
than women.

Consider the following methodological factors when ana-
lyzing automobile-related emissions.

1. Attributing emissions? This may not be straightforward 
if multiple people (such as families or co-workers) ride 

-

-

other family members (children and the elderly) than 
-

women’s apparent emissions.

2. Gender behaviours vs. income? Men do not necessarily 
have a higher marginal propensity to emit (MPE) than 

greenhouse gases (GHGs) per unit of earned income. 
-
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Stereotype

if one considers a woman and man earning the same 

-
-

ther than women both in an absolute sense and relative 

and so on. Some studies report that women consider 
-

-

of converting distance driven into fuel consumed (Barth 

Women care 
more about 
the environ-
ment than 

therefore 
produce lower 
emissions.

Consider the following methodological factors:

67% of men stated that climate change was “a very se-
rious problem.” Women (50%) and men (51%) are simi-
larly likely to consider climate change to be among “the 
most serious problems currently facing the world as a 

2. Income may intersect with gender as a predictor of cli-

with gender as a predictor of climate attitudes. In the 
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Stereotype

Men have more 
knowledge 
than women 
about techni-

including cli-
mate change.

Consider the following methodological issues:

about women’s and men’s climate change knowledge. Sur-
veys indicate that women are more likely to report “false 
positives” (incorrectly believe that a given factor does 

report “false negatives” (incorrectly believe that a factor 

men may assert a greater level of climate knowledge than 
-
-

Single persons were selected to avoid methodological challenges in attributing energy use to 
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from Germany are presented. Methodological challenges in interpreting available data include:

-

-

-

2 in the biosphere 

-

-
portant factor to analyze when looking at women’s and men’s energy consumption.

-
-

-

in relation to climate change might consider these as other important intersecting factors.

between women and men are most pronounced in transportation. In the lowest income cat-

because transportation is a major source of GHG emissions—see below.
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Integrated public and private transportation systems will be an important part of the solu-
-

transport energy consumption to increase 2% per year in the coming decades. As “almost all 
of this new [transport] consumption is expected to be in petroleum fuels […] CO2 emissions 
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-

projects include:

Cycling Promotion Projects: State and local governments are working to promote cycling as 
a form of transportation in order to reduce GHG emissions and promote health (Andersen 

through its “Bikeability: Cities for Zero Emission Travel and Public Health” project. The project 
-

infrastructure—considering women’s and men’s travel patterns and behaviours may enhance 
cycle route planning.

Available data suggest that women’s and men’s cycling behaviours 

likely as men to report commuting to work or school by cycling—36% versus 17% (Mad-

Large-scale comprehensive studies provide limited information on the interaction between 
gender and other factors—more research is needed to increase understanding (Pucher et 

Gender Budgeting in the Canton of Basel-Stadt, Switzerland:
Canton of Basel-Stadt collects sex-disaggregated data to inform transportation policy. Other 
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Researchers are beginning to study climate change mitigation from a gender perspective. 

climate impacts and responses to mitigation measures. This understanding may improve the 

-

 

-

will be essential to reducing NCDs in the decades to come.

Factors

NCDs are primarily caused by “preventable risk factors” and are “causally linked with four 

-
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women and men (see chart below).

factors will determine an individual’s functional capacity when aging. It is important 
to consider that both gender-related social factors and sex-related biological factors 

-

found to prevent the onset of NCDs (see chart below). Several clinical trials and population 
studies have established that “80% of cases of coronary heart disease (CHD) and up to 90% 

-
-

,
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insulin resistance” and increases a person’s risk of developing “coronary heart dis-

-
ing fastest among lower-middle-income countries as a result of modernization on 

With the exception of high-income countries where obesity rates are roughly the 

-
erable variation in rates of obesity between women and men across these country 

-

-
tially limit women’s and men’s access to healthy food and physical exercise.
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as obesity. Nutrigenomics “examines the response of individuals to food compounds using post-

It can be thought of as “the study of how nutrients in food interact with our genes at the mo-

2009). Gender-related food intake is a critical part of an individual’s environment and life his-

can be combined with knowledge about the biological impacts of environmental context to 

Analyzing Sex

all” recommendation. Early studies focused primarily on men. Only in the 1980s 
-

CHD showed that higher saturated fatty acid (SFA) and lower polyunsaturated fatty 
acid (PUFA) intakes were associated with less progressive coronary atherosclerosis. 
These results directly contradicted earlier men-only studies that showed an increase 

-

-
count in prevention strategies.
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Serum metabolite concentrations allow a direct readout of biological processes: association of 
-
-
-

es of serum metabolite concentrations and their underlying genetic determination. Investigators 

-

dimorphism. Another study analyzing micro-array data of gene expression pointed to sexually 

-
-
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glycolytic proteins were more strongly expressed in males than females when subjects were 

using glucose as an energy fuel. But a series of genes involved in oxidative metabolism and 
-

muscle through the activation of genes encoding enzymes for fat oxidation. Further clinical 

study in 500 elderly nursing home residents were used to examine vitamin E-gene interactions 

NCDs now account for the majority of deaths worldwide. By integrating sex and gender analy-

-

Next Steps

-
ample) is generally obtained through questionnaires. More research is needed to learn whether 
women and men provide equally accurate data. Better knowledge of food consumption will al-

2. Randomized intervention studies designed to investigate female and male responses to 
-

clude potentially informative biomarkers provided by current omic technologies in addition 
to traditional risk factors.
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men and women).

 
 

-

perception may exist because osteoporosis manifests about 10 years earlier in women than 
in men (see chart at right) and because women of all ages have higher risks of fracture than 
age-matched men (see chart below). 

are worse in men. A low-trauma (“fragility”) fracture is associated with approximately twice 

with a twofold increase in mortality for a woman but a threefold increase for a man (Bliuc et 

both women and men (see Method).
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-
-

include men as well as at-risk minority groups has led to new research and clinical 
practices that consider osteoporosis in broader populations.

Low bone mineral density (BMD) has long been recognized as an important predictor of frac-
ture risk. Diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis were initially based on how many standard de-

from the mean for this reference group. Negative T-scores indicate bone loss. Based on stud-

young men was used to calculate T-scores for male patients on the basis of healthy male 

Calculating men’s T-scores based on a male reference population greatly alters diagnosis rates. 
The prevalence of osteoporosis in men was estimated as 1%-4% using a female reference 
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1. 
given patient be compared? Is it important that the patient be matched to a 
reference population of the same sex? The same ethnicity? Lifestyle? Geographic 
location?

2.  How many standard deviations below the mean of the 
reference population best diagnose osteoporosis?

-

of non-vertebral fractures in women and 79% of non-vertebral fractures in men occurred in 

Multiple international models for diagnosing osteoporosis have been established. The Canadi-

 Research is under way 

-
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patients on bisphosphonate therapy should have the need for continued therapy re-eval-

 

An important step toward more comprehensive diagnostic criteria is the US Na-

was extended to include large cohorts of men in China and in Sweden. In addition 

-

Biologist Anne Fausto-Sterling has described how environment and experience can 
“shape the very bones that support us.” Osteoporosis is a complex disease that 

2008). Gender roles interact with sex in determining bone strength: In Europe and 
-

2005). And older women are generally less physically active than their male coun-
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-

-

Gendered Innovations website for details). Clinicians continue to debate the relative advan-

-

risk more accurately than BMD alone by analyzing factors intersecting with sex and gender.

Next Steps

 Many risk factors and pro-
tective factors are gendered. A prevention campaign might focus on increasing physical 

inactive and men are more likely to smoke tobacco.

 The US Preventive Services Task Force has concluded that 

osteoporosis recommend evaluating men’s fracture risk according to diagnostic thresh-

 The NIH has determined 
through surveys that a majority of American men view osteoporosis as a “woman’s dis-
ease.” Correcting this inaccurate view is important. The gendered beliefs of physicians 

-
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-
der to better understand existing transportation patterns and to better plan for infrastructure 

To/From Work 
Work-Related Business 
Shopping 
Other Family/Personal Errands 
School/Church 
Social and Recreational 
Other

household.

Time Use Surveys provide a perspective for evaluating transportation surveys. The Har-
monised European Time Use Survey codes time use into forty-nine categories and pro-

spend more time than men performing the three explicit categories of childcare coded in 
the Survey.
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-

childcare than men—from 1.7 times more in Sweden to 4.8 times more in Latvia. This pattern 

-

work rely on public transportation.

“recognizing and revaluing care work”—to appreciate the trips that women and men make 

surveys facilitates designing these trips into transit systems—see Method.

-

-

category. Caring work (shown in red) is divided into numerous small categories and 

The second chart (right) reconceptualizes public transportation trips by collecting 
care trips into one category. Visualizing care trips in one dedicated category recog-
nizes the importance of caring work and allows transportation engineers to design 
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A number of innovations in transportation design have been implemented to support 

-

developed 47 step-free stations.

-

of the stops with attention to gender and other factors intersecting with sex and gender—see 
Methods below.
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Me

Analyzing gender in transportation requires challenging underlying concepts and iden-
tifying gaps in the way data are collected. It also requires introducing new concepts 
and theories that model the complex routes taken by real people. A study of travel 
in the United States between 1995 and 2001 using the concept of trip chaining has 
produced the following insights regarding women’s and men’s travel patterns:

home from work increased by 24%).

women in two-worker families were twice as likely as men in two-worker families 
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Department acknowledged disparities between 
women and men in transportation sector employ-

-

and proposed integrating gender analysis into 
Swedish transportation policy and administration 

goal of creating “a gender-equal road transport 
-

-

routes that expand the wider geographical labour market regions for men” (Swedish Road 

women “take more responsibility [than do men] for household work and caring for the young 

Multiple EU projects funded under the EU FP7 use sex and gender analysis to enhance research. 
Transport Needs for an Ageing Society

need to be considered and analyzed for how they interact with sex and gender (Audi-

esigning public transport systems to consider the mobility needs of old-
er adults supports safe mobility for older people who have ceased driving for 

the context of driving cessation: researchers found that “older females were 
-

correlation between age and geographic location is a serious challenge in sup-
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he presence of children—particularly young children—increas-
es the number of caring trips and the need for routes to accommodate these 

-

Analyzing gender in public transportation requires:

1. Rethinking categories used in public transportation surveys. The innovative concept “mo-

transportation more equitable and responsive to users’ needs. 

-
tion or a series of “chained” destinations.
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Next Steps

gender analysis can enhance public transportation through both basic research and policy-
making:

-

rethinking standards and reference models as necessary to recognize pregnancy as a 

2. Collecting sex-disaggregated transportation data and including factors intersecting with 
sex and gender (such as “socioeconomic and demographic indicators”) in data analysis 

1. Working to eliminate disparities between women’s and men’s representation on transit 

2. Conducting regular and systematic “gender audits” to evaluate transport systems from a 

3. Harmonizing transportation and time use statistics within the European Union in order to 
account for the mobility of care (European Parliament’s Committee on Transport and Tour-
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The Gendered Innovations website presents state-of-the-art methods of sex and gender anal-

noted below).

about what work to undertake: They set priorities for future research. This method discusses 
how to address the potential implications of strategic choices in terms of sex or gender.

-

 

 What concerns about sex and gender have 
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if assistive technologies serve men more than women. The historic male default in 
speech synthesis—a bias that was likely unconscious and may have arisen as a result 

-
ing aid had no female voices to choose from (see Case Study: Making Machines Talk).

b. What gender norms or gender relations will be challenged or reinforced by a particu-

developers produce “pink” games (such as Barbie Fashion Designer
may inadvertently reinforce gendered stereotypes about girls’ and women’s interests. 
Creating separate “blue” and “pink” games for boys and girls reinforces gender es-

Guitar Hero
of young women and young men players (see Case Study: Video Games).

c. What is overlooked when research or development work is guided by gender assump-
tions rather than evidence? Are researchers missing opportunities for fruitful innova-

-
nation and overlooked the genetics of ovarian development (see Case Study: Genetics 
of Sex Determination).

Will the research or techno-

-
ers should take into account that the majority of the elderly and of elder care givers are 
women (see Case Study: Exploring Markets for Assistive Technologies for the Elderly).

b. Are there issues related to biological sex that might be relevant?

 A number of granting agencies now require that potential grantees consider 

Major Granting Agencies).

a. Does bringing sex and gender analysis to research or technology meet previously un-

-

heart disease is a major killer of women as well. Addressing heart disease in women 
has required changes in research priorities and has led to numerous insights (see Case 
Study: Heart Disease in Women).

b. What potential opportunities are researchers missing by not considering sex or gen-
-

sions. Engineers have missed the opportunity to design a seatbelt that provides safety 
also for pregnant women. Doing so may open a new market in addition to meeting the 
safety needs of fetuses.

c. Are these missed opportunities undermining the sponsoring agency’s mission?
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a. What do sponsors need to know in order to make evidence-based judgments about 
integrating sex or gender into research and development priorities? What evidence 

strategy for increasing women’s representation in information technology employ-
ment (see Case Study: Video Games).

Climate Change

Genetics of Sex Determination

HIV Microbicides 

Human Thorax Model

Information for Air Travelers

Making Machines Talk

Nanotechnology-Based Screening for HPV

Pregnant Crash Test Dummies

Theories provide a framework for explaining and 
predicting phenomena. Concepts relate to how 

particular phenomena are categorized. Some the-

concepts frame how research is conducted within 

The point of rethinking central concepts and theories in relation to sex and gender is to ensure:

1. that any assumptions made or issues addressed are based on the best available evidence 

2. that the concepts and theories adopted do not blind researchers to important aspects of 
sex and gender that could be a fertile source for innovation.

“We have terms and concepts that 

-
male pathway’ in the genetics of sex 

the wrong path.”  Stanford biologist
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1. What (if any) “background assumptions” 
about sex and gender are shaping or em-
bedded in the concepts and theories of 

-
ground assumptions are shared precon-
ceptions and practices within a research 

2002). Analyzing Gender assumptions and 
Analyzing Language and Visual Represen-
tations may help to uncover unconscious 
assumptions that inform concepts and 
theories.

2. What are the implications of concepts and 
theories about sex and gender for how re-

it is interpreted? How do these concepts 
and theories contribute to Formulating Re-
search Questions?

3. What issues related to sex and gender are not

population for whom engineers design (see Case Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies).

-
standings about sex and gender? How do concepts and theories need to be reformulated 
to take this new evidence into account?

5. How do new concepts or theories bring to light new evidence?

6. Do these concepts and theories open up spaces for Gendered Innovations?

Example of essential concept and theory change: -

as “tools.” This categorization led theorists to see early human societies as sustained by 

men were the toolmakers and hunters. When the concept of “tools” was opened up to include 

better understood the broad range of food production in early human societies. Expanding no-
tions of what items count as “tools” in prehistoric societies opened new questions about what 

Example of essential concept change
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-

to include men as well as at-risk minority groups has led to new research and clinical practices 
that address osteoporosis in broader populations (see Case Study: Osteoporosis Research 

30% women (see Case Study: Heart Disease in Women).

Genetics of Sex Determination

Heart Disease in Women

Osteoporosis Research in Men

Public Transportation

Textbooks

Priorities and Outcomes) and from the theories and concepts that frame research (see Meth-
od: Rethinking Concepts and Theories). Research priorities—along with concepts and theo-

Study: Genetics of Sex Determination).

2. frame the research design and choice of methods.

potential for creative innovation lies in critically examining existing practices in light of avail-

-
search questions:

in a given area of research or development?

2. What do we not know as a result of not analyzing sex and gender?
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how angiography could be made safer and then designed and patented new catheters and 
-

duces bleeding in both women and men (see Case Study: Heart Disease in Women).

evidence? Are assumptions underpinning the research questions invalid when subjected to 
-

that may not be the best choice for consumers (see Case Study: De-Gendering the Knee).

-

Pregnant Crash Test Dummies.)

6. What research questions would lead to more robust research designs and methods? For 

-

Genetics of Sex Determination

Stem Cells

Heart Disease in Women

HIV Microbicides 

Human Thorax Model

variable to consider when setting research 
-

ing study designs (see also Methods: Re-

-

Innovation Processes).

-
-

-
dards and Reference Models).

Sex is a fundamental variable in all 
biomedical research and a prime con-
sideration for product and systems 

sex should not be over overemphasized 
-

ences as a problem). 
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Analyzing sex involves six steps:

This is a prerequisite to sex analysis. 

-

research subject or considering the sex of the user/customer is important even in single-

within

sex over their respective lives. They include profound changes associated with reproductive 

-

and other gendered behaviours and variables (see Method: Analyzing Factors Intersect-
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-

variable for matching patients to prostheses (see Case Study: De-Gendering the Knee).

-

for the design of stents (see Case Study: Heart Disease in Women).

-

-
text of factors intersecting with sex. Statistical power may be limited in cases where it is 

Good design and clear reporting may enable cross-study analysis. Com-

Animal Research

Genetics of Sex Determination

Environmental Chemicals

Exploring Markets for Assistive Technology for the Elderly

Heart Disease in Women

Making Machines Talk

Nutrigenomics

Pregnant Crash Test Dummies

Stem Cells

Gender comes into play when cultural attitudes are important to a project (see Term: Gender). 

gender assumptions and behaviours as these relate to the 
proposed research.
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-
late to the proposed research.

  —or gender relations between researchers/engineers and subjects/
users.

Gender attitudes and behaviours “reside” and are (re)produced at various levels—in individu-

-

engineering. They can undermine the “self-correcting” mechanisms in research and design.

A. Do background assumptions—or “taken-for-granteds”—in the research community 
-

nation. For decades the study of sex determination focused on “testis determination.” 

New models of sex determination show both female and male development as paral-

researchers assume that males are less variable (see Case Study: Animal Research).

C. What unexamined assumptions have researchers made about women/men (or fe-

(see also Method: Analyzing Factors Intersecting with Sex and Gender)? Not all men 
-

act as lubricants—which may make them undesirable to some potential users (see 
Case Study: HIV Microbicides).

in service call centers found that most employees with direct contact to customers 
-
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-
standing the characteristics of elderly populations is crucial to designing successful 

-
standing how sex and gender interact to impact aging can assist engineers develop 

Technology for the Elderly). 

-

B. What scope is there for the groups concerned to be involved in the research? For 

accessed for gendered innovations (see also Method: Participatory Research and De-

many women have detailed knowledge of soils and their water yields. Tapping into this 
-

termining where to place wells and water taps (see Case Study: Water Infrastructure).

Climate Change

Exploring Markets for Assistive Technology for the Elderly

Heart Disease in Women

Making Machines Talk

Osteoporosis Research in Men

Public Transportation

Video Games

Water Infrastructure 
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hypothesize relevant factors. Sex and gender intersect with other biological and social 

have been obscured by using only gender or sex as a variable (see Case Study: Nutrig-

Understanding how factors in-

interact in determining how agricultural workers are exposed to endocrine disruptors (see 

determine the technological needs of women and men (see Case Study: HIV Microbicides).
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De-Gendering the Knee

Environmental Chemicals

HIV Microbicides 

Human Thorax Model

Information for Air Travelers

Nanotechnology-Based Screening for HPV

Nutrigenomics

Osteoporosis Research in Men

Public Transportation

This method provides a framework for incorporating knowledge about sex and gender into 

infrastructure in the public or private sector.

meanings of sex and gender (see also Checklists: Engineering).

Integrating sex and gender into engineering innovation may:

Each engineering organization has its own systems and processes for planning and managing 

One route to developing Gendered Innovations is to recognize how choices made in the de-
velopment of past innovations and technologies may have served certain groups of women 
or men more than others.

 Where have previous engineering innovation processes been blind or biased with respect 
to sex and gender?

-

and IT (see Case Study: Machine Translation).
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 Designing for “everybody” may also re-
sult in an unconscious “male default” 

boys and men (see Case Study: Video 
Games). Early speech synthesis by de-

-
ited its usefulness as an assistive tech-
nology (see Case Study: Making Ma-
chines Talk).

-
types? Stereotyping fails to capture actual 
people’s attitudes and behaviours. Products 
or systems based on stereotypes may press 
people to conform to limiting or unequal 
roles. Potential customers and users may re-
sent being constrained in this way and look 
elsewhere or modify products in an unau-
thorized manner. Products or systems based 
on stereotypes may reinforce or contribute to gender and other inequalities and not con-

stereotypes? Simply “pinking” plays to stereotypes and may miss important aspects of 

-

 What public works or business opportunities have been missed as a result of failing to un-

 Including
-

 Including  can maximize innovation. Gender expertise can be recruited 

women and men—will want to learn methods of sex and gender analysis relevant to their 

questions that lead to innovation (see Methods: Rethinking Research Priorities and Out-
comes and Formulating Research Questions).

Problems to Avoid when Ana-
lyzing Sex and Gender
  -

ences of sex and gender may 
result in missed business op-

Treating “women” and “men“ as 
homogeneous groups ignores 

among men.

between women and men can 
cause engineers to overlook 

-
tween women and men.

  Designing to stereotypes may 
result in unpopular products.
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-
-

and Case Study: HIV Microbicides).

-

about actual people and actual -
der stereotypes may lead to unsuccessful products or systems.

-
ognize and understand similarities (see Case Study: De-Gendering the Knee).

-

and sexual orientation.

Users and customers are a potential source of sex and gender intelligence for design and 
development. There are many ways to tap into users’ potential gender knowledge.

 -
tween users and design or engineering teams (see Method: Participatory Research and Design). 
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Participatory research is a way to access users’ tacit knowledge—knowledge that may divide 
along gendered lines because of gender relations (see Case Study: Water Infrastructure).

  These techniques must be used with care. Users 

reliance on inaccurate self-reports can lead to unpopular products.

 

their gaming hours. Research that records actual player time allows more objective as-

Good practice requires an analysis of outcomes (see Method: Analyzing Research Priorities 
and Outcomes). Organizations will want to

-

 Consider how to develop gender expertise further. How can what was learned be further 
used across an organization and its innovation partners? What additional gender expertise 
is needed for future projects?

De-Gendering the Knee

Exploring Markets for Assistive Technologies for the Elderly

HIV Microbicides

Machine Translation

Making Machines Talk

Pregnant Crash Test Dummies

Public Transportation

Video Games

Water Infrastructure

should take sex and gender into consideration. This recommendation applies over the wide 

and more) and across multiple design aspects (see Checklists: Health & Medicine).

Health research

and resource distribution (see Method: Analyzing Gender). -
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Enrolling a representative sample of the popu-
lation for whom the study results may be gen-
eralized includes: a) determining characteristics 

-

numbers of subjects whether animal or human. 
The goal is to have adequate statistical power 

 The epidemiology of many diseases and 

-

in women and men. Substantial harm has 
resulted when data from single-sex studies 
(typically male only) has been generalized to 

-

women and ethnic/racial minorities be included in Phase III and subsequent clinical trials 

(see chart on 
Gendered Innovations website).  

the purpose of evaluating an experimental intervention in comparison with a standard 

only in women may not be developed.

Common Pitfalls in Sampling

1. Conducting clinical trials or ani-
mal studies in only (or predomi-
nantly) one sex but generalizing 
results to both sexes.

between females and males are 
due to sex (biology) without con-
sidering factors intersecting with 

3. Relying on meta-analysis to 
-

-

-
ments. This is especially problem-
atic when comparing all-female to 
all-male studies.
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enrollment requires that “the risk to the fetus is caused solely by interventions or proce-

purpose of the research is the development of important biomedical knowledge which 

2001). Similarly strict guidelines apply to enrollment of children in medical research 

-

remain underrepresented.

matching the demographics of a study population to the demographics of patients eligible to 
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 Both females and males have profound hormonal 

-

 Sample women at various points of a pregnancy and post-partum.

Collect data on early and late peri- and post-menopausal status in studies of middle-
aged women.

-
ent groups of endocrine-disrupting chemicals (see Case Study: Environmental Chemicals).

-
-

-

likely to use ultraviolet tanning beds (a risk factor for skin cancer).

Factors Intersecting with Sex and Gender
-

single-sex studies may be preferable to mixed-sex studies under the following circumstances:

These are generally disorders of 

and prostate cancer in men. Other single-sex disorders include menstrual and meno-
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For 

 In this 

-
emic Stroke and Evaluation (WISE) study evaluated angina that was present with no 

Study design should build in strategies to ensure that women and men enrolled in a study 

are gathered.

Animal Research

Brain Research

De-Gendering the Knee

Environmental Chemicals

Heart Disease in Women

Nanotechnology-Based Screening for HPV

Nutrigenomics

Osteoporosis Research in Men

Stem Cells

Much knowledge is divided between women and men because labor (both formal employment 
and uncompensated domestic and caring work) divides along gendered lines. These divisions 

serve as a resource for knowledge production and technology design.
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-
ticipatory research involves users or research subjects in tasks such as setting research objec-

-

—
Researchers should:

 Investigate gendered 
structures in that area and make sure to consider subareas that may have been over-
looked. Note that:

Infrastructure).

-
-

tives and interests? Whose practical knowledge or experience is relevant to this research or 
-

sign a seatbelt that works better for them (see Case Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies).

-

Interviewing users—both men and women—allows researchers or engineers to gather in-

-

responsible for gathering plants for use as building materials and are likely to be the primary 

from the most knowledgeable user may be important in conservation projects.

 Observing people at work allows scientists and engineers 
to access “tacit” knowledge—knowledge that is self-evident or “taken for granted” by 
workers themselves and rarely articulated. Capturing tacit knowledge may bring new per-
spectives to formal research and design. Researchers might ask: How do sex and gender 
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center employees—a majority of them women—to understand their needs. Analyzing 

 Researchers can cooperate with users/communities in all steps of 

User and community input can also help to guide product redesign and further research.

Exploring Markets for Assistive Technology for the Elderly

Housing and Neighborhood Design

Information for Air Travelers

Video Games

Water Infrastructure

-

(or particular groups of men or women) can have damaging material consequences (see Case 
Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies). Standards and models are based on available data 
and are therefore sensitive to sampling decisions made in Designing Health & Biomedical 
Research and in Engineering Innovation Processes.

-
teria (see Case Study: Osteoporosis Research in Men).

Standards and reference models are shaped by and shape gender norms:

wider range of dummies—representing diverse heights and weights—were used in vehicle 

multi-ethnic populations into consideration (see Case Study: Pregnant Crash Test Dummies).

males. This image of aggressive primates was drawn almost exclusively from studies of 
savannah baboons—taken as a “reference species”—in a process that Fedigan has called 
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-
ing the female mouse model to a pregnant or lactating animal would alter the outcome 
of a behavioural study: Female mice are aggressive in controlling food sources when 
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to consider the following questions:

c. If a model does not

improperly used as a generic “human” model?

d. If standards do -

social or biological factors?

among women (such as pregnancy) and men (such as susceptibility to prostate can-
cer)?

-
lowing questions:

a. Are reference models by default based on one sex but taken to be valid for the species 
overall?

models may not be equally developed or validated?

research that will be translated to humans?

Animal Research

Human Thorax Model

Osteoporosis Research in Men

Pregnant Crash Test Dummies
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and the interpretations made. “Sharing a language means sharing a conceptual universe” 

Rethinking language and visual representations can:

 Remove assumptions that may limit or restrict innovation and knowledge in unconscious ways.

 Remove assumptions that unconsciously reinforce gender inequalities.

Consider the following examples:

Analogies and metaphors function to con-
struct as well as describe. They have both a hypothesis-creating and proof-making function. 
By analyzing language—by “waking up” metaphors—we can critically judge how the imag-

-

researchers failed to “see” what lies outside the logic of the metaphor. Recent DNA studies 

in a band. Researchers who questioned the notion of a “harem” found that female mustangs 

Inclusive language may enhance recruitment and retention of women 
-

the plural solves the problem of referents.

be replaced with the more neutral “animal breeding.” “Infantrymen” are now com-

completely disappeared.

-
pline. Consider the following:
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Visual Display of Data

Visual displays of data may embed gender assumptions. As discussed in the case study on 

The second chart (right) reconceptualizes public transportation trips by collecting care trips 
into one category. Visualizing care trips in one dedicated category emphasizes the importance 
of caring work and allows transportation engineers to design systems that work well for 
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-
tended ways?

messages about the “gender appropriateness” of participation by women and men?

gendered in unintended ways?

Public Transportation

Textbooks

Video Games
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